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REAâ€™sÂ Commercial Driver's License (CDL) Test Prep Puts You in the Driverâ€™s Seat!

Â Updated 5th EditionÂ  Â Looking to get your CDL and start a new and profitable career? REA can

get you headed in the right direction! Commercial drivers are needed across the country, and a high

score on the CDL improves your chances for landing the job you want.Â This updated fifth edition of

our popular test prep offers complete preparation for both the bus and truck driver licensing

exams.Â Based on the current CDL exams, REAâ€™s Commercial Driver's License test prep

contains everything you need to know. Easy-to-follow review chapters cover all the topics tested on

the exams, including:Â Â·Â General Knowledge and SkillsÂ·Â Passenger TransportÂ·Â Air

BrakesÂ·Â Combination VehiclesÂ·Â Hazardous MaterialsÂ·Â TankersÂ·Â Metal

CoilÂ·Â Doubles/TriplesÂ Â Checklists, diagrams, and definitions of must-know terms help reinforce

your knowledge and skills while you study.Â This complete CDL test prep package features the

latest information on the testing and licensing requirements in all 50 states. Learn the facts about

the Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act, Rules, and Licensing, so youâ€™ll be well informed on

the rules of the road.Â The book featuresÂ 8 practice tests that cover the entire scope of the CDL

exams. Each test comes complete with detailed answer explanations. Unlike other test preps, we

donâ€™t just say which answers are right, we explain why the other choices are wrong, and that

gives you an advantage on test day.Â REAâ€™s CDL test prep is a must for anyone preparing for

this career-building exam!Â Â Â 
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I just needed a study aid to brush up on my driving knowledge because my CDL is expiring and I

am retaking it after 4 years to satisfy my licensing requirements. As it turns out, so much has

changed that I actually only scored a 66% on the pre-test in this book, and I know this book is

accurate because I immediately went to the DMV to get a study guide for the CDL and confirmed

the information I missed. Of the two, this book is far easier to understand, has excellent pre-test

material, and also a corresponding "Explaination to the Test Answers" key to help you better

understand why a particular question is answered the way it is. As of now, in only a week's time, I

have literally passed dozens of tests online with 100% scores and I am not nervous at all about

going into the DMV next week. I can honestly say it is good to see such professional guide made

available to people like me. I would direct anyone, a student, even a non-CDL driver to this book to

learn about big trucks on the road. It's organized, easy to read and created the way a study aid

should be... and up to date: this review is posted June, 9, 2012. (Oh, and for those who think a 66%

is low, remember that many of the questions on the DMV's CDL test are worded with more than one

correct answer. For instance: pushing in the clutch to correct a drive wheel skid is the same as

letting off the accelerator because both reduce power to the drives, but the answer is to let off the

accelerator on dry surfaces, or to let off the accelerator and push in the clutch on icy surfaces,

depending on how the questions are worded. This book helps you to distinguish the very fine

definitions many test questions are looking for, which is what caused my low score.)

Great book got it in kindle and listen to it while driving and at night before bed. I find it informative

and knowledgeble. I would highly recommend it for anyone interested in their cdl license

This book is a great study aid for obtaining your CDL. It is straight forward and easy to follow. I

would recommend this book if you're studying for your CDL exam. It also provides a comprehensive

review with answer sheet.

I am really a slow reader and learner, but this book is a easy read and has all the info you will need

to past the Knowledge test with ease



I got this book for my brother. He hates tests and doesn't read very much, so I put this book on my

kindle and he let it read to him. He listened to it for a couple days. I think there were 3 tests that he

had to take for the CDL permit. I recieved a text from him, "I passed. I passed!".His scores: 98%

94% and 95%. Get this book if you want a CDL!

Based on good reviews I bought this manual to refresh my truck driving knowledge and pick up on

new requirements since I've been out of driving for a while. Good illustrations and written material

which I feel will give me a head start when I go back to a refresher school and employment. This is

better than the manual you get at state DMV office. Much more thorough. I highly recommend.

Great book to learn but, I found it missing some info that Arizona CDL handbook had in it. I had to

retake the combination portion again do to missing info. Good study just don't solely rely on this

book.

My husband needed the book to retest for his commercial license. They don't even give you books

at the license bureau. We didn't know what to do and then I remembered we could download any

book from . I looked it up purchased it. Ten minutes later he was studying on our kindle. Excellent
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